Cleaning and Maintenance for GLASSOS® Crystal White and Glassos® Nano White

- Dust or wipe away any surface debris with a soft cloth before cleaning
- GLASSOS® may be cleaned with common glass cleaner like Windex®
- Clean and dry with a soft white cloth or white paper towel
- Avoid using abrasive sponges, scouring powders or caustic chemicals
- Avoid dragging heavy, or potentially abrasive objects across the surface
- Install felt adhesive glides on the feet of any appliance or object stored on the horizontal surface. Protect vertical surfaces from doors and heavy objects.
- Clean up spills and dirt right away
- Use a cutting board during food preparation. Protect the horizontal or vertical surface with a towel or soft cloth before placing metal or other potentially abrasive objects against it.
- Remove glue or dried residue from the polished surface using a new straight edge razor blade and glass cleaner.
- Satin Texture finish may be protected using a UV stable, water clear sealer like Tenax Glydex to help repel dirt.
- Satin Texture finish may be cleaned with warm, soapy water. Lightly work the area using a soft scrub brush. Remove the dirty water from the surface with a clean white cloth or paper towel.
- In the unlikely event that the surface gets damaged please contact a stone professional
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This information is for genuine Glassos® surfaces.
Glassos® is a registered trademark of CCS Stone Inc. all rights reserved